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Abstract
Recent advances in the development of high-throughput tools have signiﬁcantly revolutionized our understanding of molecular mechanisms underlying normal and dysfunctional biological processes. Here we present a novel computational tool, transcription factor
search and analysis tool (TrFAST), which was developed for the in silico analysis of transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) of signaling pathway-speciﬁc TFs. TrFAST facilitates searching as well as comparative analysis of regulatory motifs through an exact pattern
matching algorithm followed by the graphical representation of matched binding sites in multiple sequences up to 50 kb in length.
TrFAST is proﬁcient in reducing the number of comparisons by the exact pattern matching strategy. In contrast to the pre-existing tools
that ﬁnd TFBS in a single sequence, TrFAST seeks out the desired pattern in multiple sequences simultaneously. It counts the GC content within the given multiple sequence data set and assembles the combinational details of consensus sequence(s) located at these
regions, thereby generating a visual display based on the abundance of unique pattern. Comparative regulatory region analysis of multiple orthologous sequences simultaneously enhances the features of TrFAST and provides a signiﬁcant insight into study of conservation
of non-coding cis-regulatory elements. TrFAST is freely available at http://www.ﬁ-pk.com/trfast.html.
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Introduction
Non-coding DNA sequences have very important biological roles and exist in multiple types including non-coding
functional DNA, cis-regulatory elements, introns, pseudo
genes, repeat sequences, transposons and telomeres [1–4].
Among these, cis-regulatory elements are located at core
as well as distal promoters and regulate gene transcription.
These sequences might be present in 50 or 30 untranslated
regions (UTRs) or within introns [5,6]. By deﬁnition, a
transcription factor (TF, sequence-speciﬁc DNA-binding
factor) is a protein that binds at a speciﬁc DNA site and
regulates transcription [7]. The eﬃcacy of TFs can be
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enhanced or reduced by binding of other regulatory proteins. Thus attachment of TFs to DNA aﬀects the rate
and eﬃciency of transcript initiation of a gene, either positively or negatively [8]. The speciﬁc sequence of DNA
where TF binds and modulate the transcription of a gene
is termed as transcription factor binding site (TFBS). Some
TFs bind to DNA regions that are thousands of base pairs
away from the gene they control and play signiﬁcant roles
in development, intercellular signaling, and cell cycle [9,10].
For this reason, multiple cancer phenotypes occur due to
deregulation of TFs [11]. Among these are included the
TFs belonging to the WNT pathway [12–17], Hedgehog
pathway [18,19], NOTCH pathway [20], NF-jB pathway
[21–23], MAPK pathway [24] and JAK/STAT pathway
[25].
A variety of computational and experimental techniques
have been employed to detect speciﬁc genomic regions
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bound by a TF [26,27]. However, the concurrent location
of TFBSs from a set of sequences by a single click is lacking. By ﬁnding the TFBSs in multiple gene sequences, it
would be possible to develop more robust descriptions of
the TF binding properties. During this study, we developed
a comprehensive tool TrFAST for detection of TFBSs
which speciﬁcally bind to the regulatory regions of genes
involved in a signaling pathway and to multiple sequences
of greater length.

we performed an upstream regulatory region analysis of
the WNT family (Figures 1 and 2) by using the 7 kb intergenic sequences of WNT-1/WNT-10B and WNT-6/WNT10A in four species including Homo sapien, Mus musculus,
Maccaca mullata and Danio rerio. The presence of
TFBSs for TCF-4, SOX9, n-myc, c-myc, TBP and TBF
[30–32] (Tables S2 and S3) leads to the hypothesis that
there may be conserved non-coding enhancer elements
present in the upstream intergenic region of these WNT
signaling.

Results and discussion
Conclusion
Novel algorithms and protocols for pattern searching provide insight in the ﬁeld of gene regulation. The demands on
functionality and accuracy are challenging if without compromise in speed eﬀectiveness. Graphical display of consensus TFBSs along with their locations in a whole range of
input sequences makes TrFAST a unique tool. At the
TrFAST initialization window menu bar, the user may
open, browse or paste the input FASTA ﬁle containing
the promoter sequences. The admin module provides the
user access for addition or modiﬁcation of signaling pathways and TFs. The bar, pie and pyramid charts help in
analysing the respective promoter sequence in terms of
the content of A, T, G and C. TFs selected by the user
may be visualized in multiple species simultaneously.
TrFAST can oﬀer the analysis of TFBS in 20 sequences
of greater length (maximum up to 50 kb). The eﬃciency
and search-speed could be improved by reducing numbers
of comparisons by algorithm.
TrFAST functionality is further enhanced by the explicit
selection of signaling pathway, which helps to understand
the functionality and role of TF according to a speciﬁc signaling pathway. Searching the TFBS according to the signaling pathway, integration of diﬀerent genome browsers
and access to diverse online tools or databases help to
boost the tool’s utility in analysis of diﬀerent TFBSs. The
prediction and accuracy rate of TrFAST is improved in a
number of ways. It locates the exactly-matched positions
of TFs or their combinatorial pattern at a given promoter
sequence(s), while other TFBS searching tools produce a
large number of false positives (FPs) at default threshold
value, which reduce their eﬃciency and reliability [28]. It
is tempting to speculate that, due to exact pattern matching, the chances of FP results are negligible in TrFAST.
However, we cannot exclude the possibility of FP results.
Until now, there is no algorithm available with full accuracy. The TFB search tools that use a weight matrix
approach produce a large number of FP results [29]. A
detailed overview of existing TFBS tools and TrFAST is
compiled in Table S1.
Analyzing multiple orthologous promoter sequences in a
single operation provides the user the beneﬁt of identifying
novel TFBSs, which have remained conserved throughout
the deﬁned time window. This conservation depicts the
importance of the gene and its product for the survival of
the organism. In order to test the success rate of TrFAST,

TrFAST is a novel algorithm developed to facilitate searching for signaling pathway speciﬁc TFs in multiple data sets
simultaneously. The features of TrFAST include sets of
programming modules that increases its computational
power as compared to all other tools. Hence, by highlighting the prediction accuracy issue using the modiﬁcation in
exact-pattern matching strategy followed by rescoring, the
TrFAST tool improves upon many pattern searching tools
with varying degrees of accuracy.
Methods
Data sources
In this study, we focused on the binding sites of TCF-4,
LEF-1, HNF family, SOX family, TBF, TBP, ATFCREB and ADF-1, P65, p50, c-REL, NF-kappa, E2F,
c-jun, c-fos, NFY and AP-3, COUP-TF, CBF-1, CEBP,
AP family, SP family and C-ETS, because of their major
involvement in tumorigenesis. The potential TFBS for
each TF are collected through extensive literature
searches. As TrFAST involves TFs of speciﬁc signaling
pathways, each pathway was carefully examined for TFs
and their consensus binding sites. In order to incorporate
the biological meaning of the study, promoter region
sequences were downloaded from online genome databases including NCBI, Ensembl and UCSC, which have
also been integrated in the TrFAST and assessed for
TFBS. The eﬃciency of TrFAST was tested by using
the promoter sequences of Cyclin-D1, BRCA-1, BRCA2, WNT-1, WNT-2, WNT-2B, WNT-3, WNT-3A, WNT4, WNT-5A, WNT-5B, WNT-6, WNT-7A, WNT-8A,
WNT-8B, WNT-9A, WNT-9B, WNT-10A, WNT-10B,
WNT-11 and WNT-16 genes [33].
TrFAST algorithm
The TrFAST algorithm has been designed as a modiﬁcation of exact pattern matching algorithm (brute-force)
[34] and applied to multiple sequences in a single step (Figure 3). It provides a user-friendly and graphical interface
for visualization of TFs to perform comparative and
detailed analyses (Figure S1). TrFAST includes the following steps:
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Figure 1 Conserved non-coding regulatory region analysis of WNT-10B and WNT-1
A. TFBSs for Sox family, myc family and TBF are conserved among WNT-10B in vertebrates. B. WNT signaling transcription factors were found
conserved in downstream regulatory region of WNT-1. TrFAST was used to predict conserved TFBSs for regulatory elements in this region. MLAGAN
was used to evaluate conservation of non-coding sequence (CNS) by comparing sequences among diﬀerent organisms. Criteria of alignment were 100 bp
window and 70% conservation cut oﬀ. Only the best results obtained within 5 kb sequence from transcription start site (TSS) (out of 7 kb) are shown in
ﬁgure.

Step 1
The tool essentially takes FASTA sequence ﬁles as an input
from the user and searches for possible TFBSs. The user
can either upload the promoter sequence as a FASTA ﬁle
or import the promoter sequences from web-based servers
directly. In this step TrFAST ensures the proper FASTA
ﬁle format and number of promoter sequences in the ﬁle.
Step 2
Upon uploading the promoter sequence(s), the desired signaling pathway is selected. The user can also customize the
number of TFs or enter any new TF sequence as input.
Step 3
Multiple pattern searching is performed in a single eﬀort by
combinatorial searching. The possible number of permutations for any TF is calculated by

3
Y
k
nj j

ð1Þ

j¼1

Such that,
k3
k1
k2
nkj
j ¼ n1  n2  n3

ð2Þ

where n1, n2 and n3 represent diﬀerent combinations of purine or pyrimidine in a given consensus sequence of TF;
while k1, k2 and k3 are the number of total n1, n2 and n3,
respectively.
n1 € N, where N (any nucleotide) = {A, T, G, C}
n2 € Z where Z = {H, B, V, D} and each item in H, B, V
and D has exactly 3 base pairs, H € {A, T, C}, B € {T, G,
C}, V € {A, G, C} and D € {A, T, G}
n3 € X where X = {R, Y, M, K, S, W} and each item in
X have exactly 2 base pairs, R € {A, G}, Y € {T, C}, M €
{A, C}, K € {T, G}, S € {G, C} and W € {A, T}
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Figure 2 Conserved non-coding regulatory region analysis of WNT-10A and WNT-6
A. TFBSs for Sox family, myc family and TBF are conserved among WNT-10A in vertebrates. B. WNT signaling transcription factors were found
conserved in downstream regulatory region of WNT-6. Analysis was performed similarly as shown in Figure 1.

Both Z and X make up the subsets of IUPAC ambiguous nucleotide codes, where Z denotes bases that code
for three basic nucleotides with the remaining one
excluded. For example, H codes for A, C and T but not
G, similarly B, V and D do not code for A, T and C,
respectively. In the same manner, X is a subset of bases
which code for nucleotides grouped on the basis of purines,
pyrimidines, presence of keto or amino group or weak and
strong nucleotides. Permutation for multiple TFs in a single signaling pathway A can be computed as:
A¼

n Y
3
X
k
nijij

ð3Þ

i¼1 j¼1

where n is the number of TFs in signaling pathway. As in
TrFAST, the user can predict multiple TFs of a signaling
pathway in a set of promoter sequences (up to 20 sequences) all together; the permutation of TFs calculated
in all sequences will be given by,
Ap1 þ Ap2 þ . . . þ Ap20 ¼

20
X
j¼1

AP j

ð4Þ

In addition to extensive and manifold pattern searching,
TrFAST is proﬁcient in reducing the number of comparisons during exact pattern matching by implementing a
novel strategy. In the case of N {A, T, G, C}, the computed
index will move to Pattern_Index +1 without cross checking any nucleotide, thereby, avoiding repeated comparisons. Similarly, in the case of H, B, V, D (denoted by Z)
in the pattern sequence, the algorithm will only check unacceptable nucleotides G, A, T and C, respectively, in the
given promoter sequence. If these unacceptable nucleotides
are found within the given sequences, the condition will be
met and considered true. The TrFAST algorithm will
consider this base pair’s position as a mismatch and Pattern_Index will reset to the starting index resulting in Sequence_Index shift to +1. Thus this searching strategy reduces
the number of comparisons to one third along with the
computational time.
Step 4
In this step, the predicted TF binding positions (starting
and ending indices) of an input sequence are stored for further use in a text ﬁle. Let l be the length of pattern to be
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Figure 3 Work ﬂow of TrFAST
The start event represents two-step sequence input module following the selection of signaling pathways and their corresponding TFs. Uploaded promoter
sequences are analysed for the presence of putative cis-regulatory elements.

matched, which would always be >1. If the pattern exactly
matches the input sequence, the starting index of the
matched pattern, denoted by ﬁ (where i is the current index
of promoter sequence), and the ending index of the
matched sequence denoted by ﬁ + l  1 will be stored in a
ﬁle along with their pattern sequences.
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Step 5
During this step, the TrFAST algorithm inquires about
existing matched patterns in Distinct_matched_Patterns
array. If the pattern already exists, only newly found indices will be stored. Thus the new pattern will be added to
Distinct_matched_Patterns array along with its indices.
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